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TO MAKE A FARM

DIR. WIM WENDERS
2011 | GERMANY & FRANCE
103 MIN

DIRS. HAROLD CROOKS
& MATHIEU ROY
2011 | canada | 86 MIN

DIR. LÉA POOL
2011 | canada | 97 MIN

DIR. STEVE SUDERMAN
2011 | canada | 73 MIN

FRI MAY 25 & Sat May 26 - 9:00 PM

FRI MAY 25 & SAT MAY 26 - 7:00 PM

FRI MAY 4 & SAT MAY 5 - 7:00 PM

THU MAY 17 to SAT MAY 19 - 9:00 PM

SUN MAY 6 - 2:00 PM

SUN MAY 20 – 7:00 PM

THU MAY 10 – 8:30 PM

thu MAY 24 – 9:00 PM

Wim Wenders, the legendary
director of Paris,Texas and Wings of
Desire has created a beautiful film
with the ensemble of the Tanztheatre
Wuppertal Pina Bausch, featuring the
unique and inspiring art of the great
choreographer who died in 2009.
Wenders takes the audience on a
sensual, visually stunning journey
into a new dimension: straight
onto the stage with the legendary
ensemble. The film then follows the
dancers out of the theatre into the
city and the surrounding areas of
Wuppertal. (Please note this is a
35mm print and 2D screening)

Based on Ronald Wright's bestseller A Short History of Progress,
this intelligent and provocative
documentary explores the concept
of progress in our modern world,
guiding us through a sweeping
but detailed survey of the major
"progress traps" facing our
civilization in the arenas of
technology, economics, consumption,
and the environment. Featuring
powerful arguments from such
visionaries as Jane Goodall,
Margaret Atwood and Stephen
Hawking, this enlightening and
visually spectacular film invites us
to contemplate the progress traps
that destroyed past civilizations and
that lie treacherously embedded in
our own.

“Perhaps his most exhilarating film
since Buena Vista Social Club…
playful, thrillingly unpredictable,
sensual and visually stunning.”
- CALIFORNIA FILM INSTITUTE

"Koyaanisqatsi meets The Corporation
in this thought-provoking, brilliantly
crafted film about nothing less than
the history of the modern world and
the fate of civilization."
- Kevin Laforest,
Montreal Hour
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SUN MAY 27 – 2:00 & 7:00 PM

WED MAY 30 – 7:00 PM

THU MAY 31 – 9:00 PM

Introduced by Director Steve Suderman

In conjunction with the MayWorks
Festival of Labour and the Arts,
Cinematheque presents this superbly
researched look at the issue of
how the cause of breast cancer is
manipulated as a corporate cause.

To Make a Farm is a beautifully
photographed look at the lives of
five young people (including Wes
Huyghe from Minnedosa, Manitoba)
who have decided to become
small-scale farmers, despite having
no background in this demanding
profession. They face the daily
challenges of unpredictable weather,
vegetable devouring insects and
balancing the books.

Breast cancer has become the poster
child of cause-related marketing
campaigns. Countless people walk,
run and shop for the cure. Each year,
millions of dollars are raised in the
name of breast cancer, but where
does this money go and what does it
actually achieve? Pink Ribbons, Inc.
is a documentary that shows how the
devastating reality of breast cancer,
which marketing experts have
labeled a dream cause, has become
obfuscated by a shiny, pink story
of success.
“Shocking, intelligent and
incredibly powerful.”
- JULIE MATLIN

Sensing that agriculture had become
an industry without a soul, they
strive for success whether producing
fresh organic vegetables or doing
positive things for the environment.
Their optimism inspires hope for the
future. Filmmaker Steve Suderman
searches his own family history in
farming to question whether the
mistakes of the past can be avoided
this time around. He weaves together
the three stories of this new wave in
farming and how each individual is
working hard to make it happen.

TABLOID

FORKS OVER KNIVES

TABLOID

SOUND IT OUT

DIR. LEE FULKERSON
2011 | usa | 90 MIN

DIR. ERROL MORRIS
2011 | usa | 87 MIN

DIR. JEANIE FINLAY
2011 | uk | 75 MIN

FRI JUN 15 TO SUN JUN 17 – 7:00 PM

FRI JUN 1 & SAT JUN 2 – 9:00 PM

FRI JUN 15 & SAT JUN 16 – 9:00 PM

WED JUN 20 – 7:00 PM

THU JUN 7 - 9:00 PM

THU JUN 21 - 9:00 PM

Forks Over Knives focuses on the devastating
research of nutritional scientist Dr. T. Colin Campbell
(from Cornell University) and Caldwell Esselstyn
(surgeon and head of the Breast Cancer Task Force
at the Cleveland Clinic) on the mounting evidence
that meat and dairy products increases the risk of
cancer, heart disease, stroke and diabetes. Arguing
for a plant based diet high in fruits, vegetables
and whole grains they explore the roots of our bad
eating habits and reveal the tremendous importance
that a proper diet can have in reversing years of
bad eating.

MON MAY 28 - 7:00 PM
(Member Monday Screenings)
Cinematheque Members get in for free! Must RSVP
to Kristy at kristy@winnipegfilmgroup.com

Sound It Out is a portrait of the customers and staff
of the last independent record store in Stockton,
On-Tees in England.

"Here is a film that could save your life.
The facts are in."
- ROGER EBERT

Filmmaker Errol Morris (The Fog of War, The Thin
Blue Line) has created a riveting documentary about
a story so bizarre it is often hard to know where
the truth begins and ends. The story centres on
Joyce McKinney, a former Miss Wyoming from Blue
Ridge Mountains, who is charged with abducting
and imprisoning her fiancé Kirk. He claims she
forced him to have sex over three days after having
fled back to the church in England to escape her
clutches. In 1997 the tabloids had a field day
with the story because of its elements of scandal
- a beauty queen, kidnapping, forced sex and
organized religion. Morris now retells the story in a
contemporary manner featuring a hilarious interview
with the obsessive McKinney, incredible archival
footage, and interviews with tabloid reporters.

“Those devotees, self-aware and amusing about
their obsessions, include Shane, perhaps the biggest
fan the British band Status Quo has ever had,
'Big Dave’, who DJ's for himself and friends in a
shed behind his home; and Sam and Gareth, two
alarmingly articulate metalheads. Tom Butchart,
the store's owner tends to their particular manias
with a thoughtful respect, and a shared sense of
passion suffuses every exchange...music fills in the
colors, and the ragged, tiny store whose walls are
lined with posters and old 45s is a haven, even a
shrine. Like a mint pressing in a bargain bin
Sound It Out is a rare find.”
- Daniel Gold, NEW YORK TIMES

PLAYS WITH
Down
dir. Scott Fitzpatrick, 2010, Canada, 3 min.
This stunning short film about the comings and
goings at an apartment block is a feat of planning
and creativity.
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FAMILY PORTRAIT IN
BLACK AND WHITE

FAMILY PORTRAIT IN
BLACK AND WHITE
DIR. JULIE IVANOVA
2011 | canada | 85 MIN
English and Ukrainian
w / English subtitles
FRI JUN 8 TO SUN JUN 10 - 7:00 PM
WED JUN 13 & THU JUN 14 - 7:00 PM
Grand Prize Winner as Best Canadian Film at last
year’s Hot Docs Festival, Family Portrait in Black
& White is the remarkable story of supermom and
single mother Olga Nenya who is raising 23 foster
children all by herself in Sumy, the Ukraine. Sixteen
of the kids are the results of bi-racial amorous
relationships between local Ukrainian girls and
African students. The filmmakers spent two weeks
with the family in 2008 and returned in 2010 to
film as the kids turned into teenagers. As a single
mother who receives very limited support from the
government, Olga fights tooth and nail to keep
her family together and to give them strength and
support but sometimes with overbearing control.
Olga’s limits are tested daily and her unwavering
resolve becomes a refuge for some of her children
and a prison for others.
“Masterfully packed with more societal and
psychological issues than any other film showing
at Hot Docs…a film that will likely be studied for
years to come.”
- ANDREW PARKER
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PUPPET

REVENGE OF THE ELECTRIC CAR

DIR. DAVID SOL
2011 | usa | 74 MIN

DIR. CHRIS PAINE | 2011 | usa | 90 MIN

thu JUN 28 to SAT JUN 30 – 9:00 PM
Puppet is a compelling look at the history of
American puppetry with a focus on puppeteer
Dan Hurlin's new work about the last days of a
Depression era photographer named Disfarmer.
Filmmaker David Sol follows Hurlin and his
troupe through weeks of preparation for this
Off Broadway show.
"If you're a fan of Jim Henson or Being John
Malkovich or have any interest in or curiosity
about the craft and history of puppetry, you
should see Puppet."
- CHRISTOPHER CAMPBELL, INDIEWIRE

PLAYS WITH
Robot Adventures on Planet Earth
dir. Curtis Wiebe, 2010, Canada, 1:26 min
Space Robot and Lif-Tor attempt to figure out the
complexities of a popular human pastime.

SAT JUN 23 & SUN JUN 24 – 7:00 PM
WED JUN 27 & THU JUN 28 - 7:00 PM
In this entertaining sequel to Who Killed the Electric
Car?, director Chris Paine takes us behind the
scenes with the world’s leading auto industry
visionaries – Elon Musk of Tesla, Bob Lutz of General
Motors and Carlos Ghosn of Nissan as they race to
create the best electric car. Through solid research
and interviews with journalists and consumers, he
has created a terrifically entertaining look at the
reality of a consumer driven electric car.
“Revenge is powered by human drama and by
three very different charismatic auto-industry leaders
in the risky process of resurrecting the batterypowered consumer car. The film navigates the
bailout process, exploiting its twists and turns to
create maximum tension."
- GLOBE AND MAIL

silent cinema
& lost films

THE EXTRAORDINARY
VOYAGE

THE EXTRAORDINARY VOYAGE

NITRATE TREASURES: ARCHIVAL HUDSON’S BAY COMPANY FILMS

DIRS. SERGE BROMBERG, ERIC LANGE
2011 | france | 60 MIN

1920 | 30 MIN | Silent w/ score by Nathan Reimer

English & French

w/

English Subtitles

FRI MAY 11 & SAT MAY 12 - 9:00 PM
SUN MAY 13 – 7:00 PM
WED MAY 16 & THU MAY 17 – 7:00 PM
Martin Scorsese’s film Hugo focuses on the pioneer
of silent cinema Georges Méliès. This terrific
documentary charts filmmaker Bromberg’s discovery
of a tinted nitrate copy of Méliès 1902 masterwork
A Trip to The Moon and the ensuing challenges
posed by one of the most complex film restorations
in cinema history. Features interviews with Michel
Gondry, Michel Hazanavicius and Martin Scorsese.
"The gorgeous restoration of his masterpiece
A Trip to the Moon is surely a cinematic highlight
of the year, maybe the century."
- A.O. SCOTT, NEW YORK TIMES

PLAYS WITH
A Trip to the Moon
dir. George Méliès, 1902, France, 16 min
In A Trip to the Moon, the first science fiction movie
ever made, six academics leave Earth in a rocket
fired from a giant cannon. When they arrive on the
Moon, they discover earthshine and the Selenites.
The Extraordinary Voyage is
Generously Sponsored by
Gerald Peary and Radio-Canada

FRI MAY 11 & SAT MAY 12 – 7:00 PM
SUN MAY 13 – 2:00 PM
Introduction by Kevin Nikkel
When first screened last February the program Nitrate Treasures program was so popular Cinematheque had
to turn away a record crowd. Audience members heard a mesmerizing story of a lost silent film - Romance
of the Far Fur Country - which first premiered in 1920, at Winnipeg's illustrious Allen Theatre (now the
Metropolitan). The film was released across western Canada, and was eventually re-cut for a British version
and screened in London. Less than a decade later, the film disappeared from public view; the canisters of
nitrate film stock were packed away by the HBC in an archive in London for safe keeping - lost to the world...
until now. The footage was recently returned to Canada by the Hudson's Bay Company Archives where it
is now located in Winnipeg. An onsite archival exhibit will provide background to the return of the films to
Canada and will feature HBCA’S related records that describe film productions in 1919.

PLAYS WITH
Adventures on the Bay

This Film is Dangerous

1930-1937, 14 min

dir. Frank Phillips, 1948, UK, 19 min

Adventures on the Bay features excerpts from silent
archival footage out of the vaults of the Hudson’s
Bay Company Archives dating from the 1930s.
It includes footage of Governor Cooper’s 1934
journey on the mighty Nascopie steam ship to
Hudson’s Bay Company outposts to meet aboriginal
trappers across the north.

This extremely rare training film created for the
British Navy by the British Documentary Unit offers
lessons on the dangers of working with extremely
flammable nitrate 35mm film. Projector, projection
booth and rewind-room equipment, procedures,
safety precautions and classic errors are examined
to show that almost all fires are the result of
carelessness. This film comes direct from the Imperial
War Museum in London, England.

Nitrate Treasures has been generously sponsored
by the Hudson’s Bay Company Archives and the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
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THE GOLD RUSH
DIR. CHARLIE CHAPLIN
1925 | usa | 88 MIN | Silent w/ Music Score
FRI MAY 18 & SAT MAY 19 - 7:00 PM
SUN MAY 20 - 2:00 PM
WED may 23 & THU may 24 - 7:00 PM
Re-released in a new 35mm print, The Gold Rush is widely
regarded as Chaplin’s masterpiece. The story of an Alaskan
prospector who falls for a dance hall girl is packed with brilliant
comic moments from his dinner feast of a boiled shoe to a dance
hall sequence carried out with dinner rolls. The Chaplin estate
recently gave permission to Criterion Pictures to marry a newly
recorded orchestral music score of Chaplin’s own music to this new
restoration of the original 1925 version. Previously only available
in a 1942 reissue version, this rare classic is the film that Chaplin
once said, “The picture I want to be remembered by.”
“A remarkably poignant, hilarious touching work of art. It features
a couple of the actor’s most legendary set pieces.”
- NEW YORK MAGAZINE

THE BLACK POWER
MIXTAPE 1967-1975
DIR. GÖRAN OLSSON
2011 | sweden | 100 MIN
English and Swedish w/ English subtitles
FRI JUN 8 & SAT JUN 9 – 9:00 PM
SUN JUN 10 – 2:00 PM
THU JUN 14 – 9:00 PM
From 1967 to 1975 Swedish journalists travelled to the U.S. to
document the black power movement in America. For over 30
years their 16mm films sat undiscovered in a basement in Sweden.
Director Olsson compiled their work into a powerful documentary
that chronicles the movement’s strength and evolution. With never
seen before footage of leaders such as Stokely Carmichael, Angela
Davis and Eldridge Cleaver. Features a stunning soundtrack by The
Roots, Michael Jackson and Erykah Badu.
- HEATHER HAYNES, HOT DOCS
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“A remarkable, unexpected, and highly impressionistic document
of the Black Power movement in America spanning the years
1967 to 1975, The Black Power Mixtape is a historical treasure
trove of never-before-seen footage...revelatory...devastating and
inspirational images."
- AUSTIN CHRONICLE

BETWEEN HERE
AND THERE
Curated by Leslie Supnet
THU MAY 10 – 7:00 PM

FREE ADMISSION
Between Here and
There showcases
experimental works from
Asian-Canadian artists
dealing with physical
and ethereal landscapes,
places and spaces,
revealing the beauty
in structure, both natural and man-made.
With a focus on the everyday, these artists
foreground what is familiar in such a way for
the viewer to look at the tangible world in a
different light, mediated by personal history
and memory.
Leslie Supnet is an artist whose drawing,
animated and film work aims to represent
sincerity, lived experience, and the
multiplicity of human emotion. Her
moving image works have screened at the
International Short Film Festival Oberhausen,
European Media Art Festival, Images Festival,
International Film Festival Rotterdam, and
Image Forum Festival.

Pompidoleum
dir. Ryan Takatsu, 1978, Canada, 6:37 min
Architectural structures see new forms and colour.

lungful lustre
dir. Becky Ip, 2009, Canada, 2:55 min
Alongside images of maneuvered metal, the
filmmaker's father recalls the grandmother she never
knew and the consequences of tarnish at the family's
Hong Kong metal factory, pointing to the promise
and limitations of magnetism, manufacture, memory,
and the body.

Shorts &
Artists Talks

Coming + Going

Awash

dir. Larissa Fan, 2005, Canada, 3 min

dir. Naoka Sasaki, 2007, Canada, 10 min

A portrait of the energy of urban life in split-screen.
Coming + Going was shot on one roll of regular 8
film, with all editing and split-screen effects
created in-camera.

Awash is a song for the mortal, depicted through
images of, within and around water.

The Dreaming House

dir. Christopher Chong Chan Fui, 2008
Canada, 20 min

dir. Keith Lock, 2005, Canada, 6 min
The filmmaker, his father and his youngest child walk
past the house in Chinatown where the filmmaker’s
father was born, triggering a sublime moment.

All That Rises
dir. Daïchi Saïto, 2007, Canada, 7 min

Block B

A building becomes a living painting. The concrete
homes and contradicting soundscapes frame the
lives of an expatriate Indian community in Malaysia.
Between Here and There has been generously
sponsored by Asian Heritage Manitoba

Juxtaposition of seeing and sounding, sky and stone
and all that’s in between. A short walk in an alley
way, to hear vision sounding images, blessed with
light and darkness.
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TRAMP AT THE DOOR
DIR. ALLAN KROEKER
1985 | canada | 81 MIN
WED MAY 9 – 6:00 PM

FREE ADMISSION
Introduced by Lise Gaboury-Diallo
(Franco-Manitoban author and teacher)
Former Winnipeg director Allan Kroeker was a pioneer in adapting
works of Canadian fiction, often tackling the short stories of
Canadian writers such as Alistair MacLeod and W.D. Valgardson.
Tramp at the Door was one of his finest adaptations. Winner of
over 10 awards and five Genie nominations the film is based
on a classic short story un vagabonde frappe à notre porte by
Franco-Manitoban writer Gabrielle Roy. Set in the 1930s the
film is the poignant story of an elderly stranger who shows up
at the farmhouse of a Manitoba family one day claiming to be
their long lost cousin Gustav from Quebec. Though the family
is suspicious of his credentials he stays and charms them with
great stories of their relatives in Quebec.
Lise Gaboury-Diallo teaches in the Département d’études
françaises, de langues et de littératures at the Université de
Saint-Boniface. She has published six books of poetry and
two collections of short stories in French.
Tramp at the Door has been generously
sponsored by On Screen Manitoba,
Canwest Global Winnipeg and
Université de Saint – Boniface
and presented in conjunction with
the Manitoba Writer’s Guild’s
30th Anniversary and the
Symposium of Manitoba
Writing May 9 -12.

Université

de Saint-Boniface
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509 CENTURY STREET • WINNIPEG • MANITOBA • CANADA • R3H 0L8
TEL. 204.772.0368 • 1.800.772.0368 • FAX. 204.772.0360

NOAM GONICK: WILDFLOWER OF MANITOBA

FRI JUN 22

Noam Gonick is a filmmaker, artist, writer, and curator exploring iconoclastic issues and positions
in his work, from Utopian hippie cults and queer sexuality to Aboriginal street gangs and historic
labour uprisings. Gonick has screened at the Venice, Toronto and Sundance film festivals, lectured
at the Serpentine Gallery and is in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art (New York),The
Morris and Helen Belkin Gallery (UBC) and the National Gallery of Canada. He is a member of
the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts and the Director's Guild of Canada.
Noam Gonick: Wildflower of Manitoba is a retrospective look at Winnipeg filmmaker Noam
Gonick’s career in conjunction with his recent award, the Manitoba Film Hothouse Award for
Creative Development. This award, designed to provide recognition to the depth of local directing
talent right here at home, is generously funded by the Province of Manitoba.
Generously Sponsored By

Shorts Program – 7:00 PM
1919

Commerce Court

No Safe Words

The Island of Hermaphrodites

1998, 8:17 min

2008, 3:18 min

2009, 4:23 min

2011, 3:32 min

Winnipeg's 1919 General Strike
seen through the window of Sammy
Wong's steam bath & barbershop.

Projected into a six-story window at
CIBC Headquarters during Toronto’s
Nuit Blanche, October 4th, 2008,
the culmination of the week-long stock
market meltdown wherein major US
financial institutions failed.

Shot at UBC Thunderbird Stadium
and broadcast on JumboTron screens
during Toronto’s Pride March, the work
employs sports broadcast scorecards/
stats as a meditation on the homoerotics
of abuse and the desire/repulsion that
informs torture and degradation.

The social ecology of Highway 59
(the road to the Beaconia Research
Station) as a One-Take Super 8.

Tinkertown

Precious Blood
2008, 6:30 min

Hirsch

A Place for Us

1999, 3:22 min.

2010, 10:43 min

2012, 2 min

Lexi Sanfino (AKA Tronik), in an early
performance as a Carney Boy backed
up by a three-piece band.

Gonick and his crew stalked the street
outside the Winnipeg Remand Centre,
speaking to visitors and documenting
their communications with the
silhouetted prisoners inside.

Objects found by children in an attic
tell the story of the father of Canadian
theatre, John Hirsch.

A Super8 mash-up in collaboration
with Aaron Zeghers and Robert
Pasternak.

Wildflowers of Manitoba

Retail

What If?

Pussyfingers Goes to Paris

2007, 5 min

2009, 3 min

2011, 5:16 min

2012, 4 min clip

A performance/film installation exploring
pastoral visions, idyllic fantasies,
and queer transgression housed in a
geodesic dome wherein a flower child
slumbers as the screens swell with visions
of a boy-folk tribe in the splendour of the
Beaconia Research Station.

A clip from a comedy pilot for
Showcase Television about the life of a
makeup counter retail queen.

Noam helmed his own children’s
theatre company between the ages of
9 and 14 and drew upon this early
experience in making a documentary
about Leslee Silverman for the
Governor General’s Awards.

A sneak peek at an upcoming
documentary about the exhibit of
Winnipeg artists at la maison rouge.

STRYKER
2004 | canada | 94 min
9:00 PM
Stryker is the story of a brutal turf war between two street gangs in
Winnipeg's North End. Omar, the mixed blood leader of the ABS (Asian
Bomb Squad) dominates the ’hood with his crew of Filipino enforcers.
His nemesis, Mama Ceece, is the girl-thug leader of the Indian Posse.
She has just been released from jail and is determined to regain control
of her neighbourhood. "Stryker" is Canadian slang for a prospective
gang member. This film follows one Stryker, a 14-year-old Native arsonist
from a northern reserve whose arrival in the city serves as a catalyst in
this fierce battle.
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winnipeg arts council presents

engaging WITH ART
June 4 at 5:30 pm
Free and Open to all
The Winnipeg Arts Council presents engaging WITH ART, a short
documentary that looks at the impact of diverse collaborations between
artists and community in our city. Commissioned by the Winnipeg Arts
Council and directed by Jim Agapito. Reception will follow.
www.winnipegarts.ca

video pool media arts centre in association
with the university of manitoba presents

The Marshall McLuhan & Vilém Flusser
Communication & Aesthetics Theories Revisited
Conference

MMP is a leading producer of
factual entertainment
programming
and proud supporter of

May 31 - June 1
A three day symposium with lectures, exhibitions, and screenings exploring
issues of new media art, communications, and culture. Please join us as we
look into the concepts and processes characteristic of the beginning of the
21st century via the frameworks provided to us by Flusser and McLuhan.
www.vpmediaconf.com

winnipeg film group’s

Cinematheque

SUN JUN 24 – 2:00 PM

FREE ADMISSION

The Winnipeg Film Group's Mosaic Women's Film Project is a
special production support and film mentorship program to assist
two women of Aboriginal or diverse cultural backgrounds to
produce an independent short film or video. As the third edition
of the Mosiac Women's Project comes to an end we are thrilled to
premiere two new short works by artists Miriam Sainnawap and
Rhyane Vermette.
The Visitor (working title)
dir. Miriam Sainnawap, 2012, 5 min
Sainnawap's experimental documentary captures her personal experience of living in the city as an
Aboriginal person. She shows the unique challenges and counteracts stereotypes through the use of a soft
super 8 camera lens.
Miriam is an emerging filmmaker from an Oji-Cree community in Northwestern Ontario called Kingfisher
Lake. She has a keen interest in English Literature and Philosophy which she brings to her filmmaking
practice. Currently living in Winnipeg, The Visitor is her first film.

Tudor Village
dir. Rhayne Vermette, 2012, 4 min
The Pembina spillway is a direct route used by the city to drain the darkness stored between household walls.
Shadows are set free on the murky stream, to wash away and be forgotten somewhere beyond the city's
circumference. Adrift in the pools of darkness, sometimes things wander off course - and these neglected
items finally settle in Tudor Village.
Rhayne is an artist and experimental filmmaker based in Winnipeg. She's had exhibitions at Ace Art and the
Royal Albert Arms Hotel. Her films have been screened in Montreal, St. Johns, and Barcelona.

Generously
Sponsored by
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CANADIAN &
INTERNATIONAL
FEATURE FILMS
on the ice

MONSIEUR LAZHAR

THE SALESMAN (LE VENDEUR)

ON THE ICE

DIR. PHILPPE FALARDEAU
2011 | canada | 94 MIN

DIR. SÉBASTIAN PILOTE
2011 | canada | 107 MIN

DIR. ANDREW OKPEAHA MACLEAN
2011 | usa | 96 MIN

(French w/English subtitles)

(French w/English subtitles)

SAT JUN 23 - 9:00 PM

FRI MAY 4 & SAT MAY 5 - 9:00 PM

FRI JUN 1 to SUN JUN 3 - 7:00 PM

FRI JUN 29 & SAT JUN 30 - 7:00 PM

SUN MAY 6 - 7:00 PM

WED JUN 6 & THU JUN 7 – 7:00 PM

Oscar nominee and award winner as Best
Canadian Feature at the Genie Awards, Monsieur
Lazhar is "one of the most gripping Quebecois films
of the last decade. Expanded from a one character
play this complex character study speaks of loss,
innocence, and imposture in an eloquent yet simple
manner. Bachir Lazhar is a middle aged Algerian
immigrant seeking political refuge in Quebec.
Bachir jumps at the opportunity to replace a
Montreal elementary school teacher who committed
suicide one night after class. The screenplay's line of
questioning - how should we speak to children about
death? - could have led to a very dark and dry film.
Monsieur Lazhar is just the opposite: a luminous
and tender tale about the lessons we learn from one
another."

Cited as One of Canada’s Ten Best Films of the
Year by the Toronto International Film Festival,
this remarkably poignant new Quebec film is a
story of a car salesman named Marcel whose
obsession in life has been selling cars. Well liked
by his colleagues and devoted to his daughter he
is always working and has become very good at
his job - winning “Salesman of the Month” for the
last 16 years. But as the economy takes a downturn
and the town paper mill shuts down he faces a hard
look at his situation in life. Veteran Quebec actor
Gilbert Sicotte (the narrator of the classic Quebec
film Leolo) gives a career topping performance as
a man desperately trying to keep up his spirits in a
tough economy.

- TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2011

- TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2011
“A tightly crafted work of cinema...the lead
performance is just brilliant. Truly, one the
best films I've seen all year.”

In this mesmerizing Sundance Grand Jury nominated
film, two teenage boys who have grown up like
brothers go about their lives in the comfortable
claustrophobia of an isolated Alaskan town. One
morning, on a seal hunt with another teenager, an
argument between the three boys quickly escalates
into a tragic accident. Bonded by their dark secret,
the two best friends are forced to create one
fabrication after another in order to survive. The
shocked boys stumble through guilt-fueled days,
avoiding the suspicions of their community as they
weave a web of deceit. With their future in the
balance, they are forced to explore the limits of
friendship and honor.
“Shot on location in far northern Alaska with a
native cast, On the Ice is a marvel of concentrated,
classical storytelling. You could call this ethno
documentary noir, since MacLean includes elements
of Iñupiaq language and culture.”
- VILLAGE VOICE

- LOUIS TSOUKNIDAS

Staff List

Cinematheque

Production Centre

Cecilia Araneda

Jaimz Asmundson

Heidi Phillips

Executive Director

Cinematheque Programming Director

Production Programs Manager

Distribution Centre

Kristy Muckosky

Arlea Ashcroft

Cinematheque Operations Manager

Membership Services Coordinator

Dave Barber

Darcy Fehr

Cinematheque Programming
Coordinator

Training & Community
Programs Coordinator

Alison Davis

Josh Marr

Cinematheque Head Projectionist

Equipment and Rentals Supervisor

cecilia@winnipegfilmgroup.com

Monica Lowe
Distribution Ser vices Manager

monica@winnipegfilmgroup.com
Jennifer Smith
Distribution Ser vices Assistant

jaimz@winnipegfilmgroup.com

heidi@winnipegfilmgroup.com
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MAY / JUNE 2012

MAY 2012
SUN

MON

TUE
1

6

7

2:00 PM

Pina

7:00 PM

Monsieur Lazhar

13
Nitrate Treasures

7:00 PM

The Extraordinary
Voyage

20
The Gold Rush

7:00 PM

Surviving Progress

27
Pink Ribbons, Inc

7:00 PM

Pink Ribbons, Inc

3

4
Payback

7:00 PM

Pina

7:00 PM

Pina

9:00 PM

Tomboy

9:00 PM

Tomboy

9:00 PM

Monsieur Lazhar

9:00 PM

Monsieur Lazhar

Tramp At The Door

16

10

11

7:00 PM Between Here
	and There

7:00 PM

Nitrate Treasures

7:00 PM

Nitrate Treasures

9:00 PM

The Extraordinary
Voyage

9:00 PM

The Extraordinary
Voyage

29

12

18

7:00 PM

The Extraordinary
Voyage
Surviving Progress

24
The Gold Rush

30
7:00 PM

Pina

17
The Extraordinary
Voyage

23
7:00 PM

7:00 PM
Member
Screening:
TABLOID

5

7:00 PM

9:00 PM

22

SAT

Payback

9

15

FRI

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

28

2:00 PM

8

THU

8:30 PM

21

2:00 PM

2

6:00 PM

14

2:00 PM

WED

19

7:00 PM

The Gold Rush

7:00 PM

The Gold Rush

9:00 PM

Surviving Progress

9:00 PM

Surviving Progress

25

26

7:00 PM

The Gold Rush

7:00 PM

To Make A Farm

7:00 PM

To Make A Farm

9:00 PM

Surviving Progress

9:00 PM

Pink Ribbons, Inc

9:00 PM

Pink Ribbons, Inc

31
To Make A Farm

6:30 PM

Flusser and McLuhan
Conference

9:00 PM

PINK RIBBONS, INC

JUNE 2012
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI
1

3

4

7:00 PM

The Salesman

5

5:30 PM

6
7:00 PM

7
The Salesman

engaging

WITH ART

10
2:00 PM

11

12

Black Power Mixtape
1967-1975

7:00 PM

2:00 PM

9:00 PM

Tabloid

18

19

25

7:00 PM Revenge of
	the Electric Car

26

7:00 PM

The Salesman

9:00 PM

Tabloid

9:00 PM

Tabloid

8

9

7:00 PM Family Portrait
	in Black and White

7:00 PM Family Portrait
	in Black and White

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

Black Power Mixtape
1967-1975

15

7:00 PM Family Portrait
	in Black and White

7:00 PM

Forks Over Knives

7:00 PM

Forks Over Knives

9:00 PM

Sound It Out

9:00 PM

Sound It Out

20

Black Power Mixtape
1967-1975

21
Forks Over Knives

16

22

7:00 PM

MEME Festival

9:00 PM

Sound It Out

23

7:00 PM

Noam Gonick:
Wildflower of
Manitoba

9:00 PM

Stryker

7:00 PM Revenge of
	the Electric Car
9:00 PM

On The Ice

27

28

29

7:00 PM Revenge of
	the Electric Car

7:00 PM Revenge of
	the Electric Car

7:00 PM	on the ice

7:00 PM	on the ice

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM	puppet

BECOME A CINEMATHEQUE MEMBER

30
Puppet

Puppet

$25 INDIVIDUAL $50 FAMILY $55 TEN SHOW PASS
$15 REDUCED (STUDENT/SENIORS) $125 UNLIMITED ANNUAL

ADMISSION MEMBERS PAY ONLY $6.00
publications mail agreement
NUMBER 40045468

Black Power Mixtape
1967-1975

14

7:00 PM

Mosaic Project

The Salesman

13

9:00 PM

Forks Over Knives

24

The Salesman

2

7:00 PM

7:00 PM Family Portrait
	in Black and White

7:00 PM Family Portrait
	in Black and White

17

7:00 PM

SAT

$8 GENERAL | $7 STUDENTS & SENIORS
$6 FILM GROUP & CINEMATHEQUE MEMBERS

$1 of each admission goes towards our capital improvements, aimed
at making your experience at the Cinematheque even more satisfying.

IN F OLINE :

2 0 4- 9 2 5- 3 4 5 6

100 arthur street, i n t h e e x C h a n g e

www.winnipegcinematheque.com

